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Snapped! 

After this slap, the audience was silent, and everyone's eye 

sockets seemed to be torn apart. 

That was the young master of the Xu Family! 

madman! 

This toy boy that Hailee Ye kept was a complete lunatic! 

Titan Gu hurriedly ran over to help John Xu up, turned her head 

and shouted at Lewis Lu: "You are finished! Hailee Ye is also 

finished! All of you Hailee Corp are completely finished!" 

She was glad that she left the Hailee Corp in time, otherwise she 

would definitely be killed by Lewis Lu, a lunatic. 

Titan Gu's roar made all the employees of Hailee Corp tremble. 

yes! 

This slap directly wiped out the Hailee Corp, and the employees 



of the group probably couldn't escape the anger of the Xu 

Family. 

Thinking of this, the eyes they looked at Lewis Lu were instantly 

filled with endless hatred. 

This damned little boy, it was fine if he ate soft rice, why did he 

want to harm the Hailee Corp, why did he want to harm us? 

"Rubbish! I want you to die!! I want you all to die here!!!" 

A monstrous hatred erupted from John Xu. 

His teeth were knocked out, his glasses were shattered, and his 

dignity was trampled on. If Lewis Lu was not killed this time, how 

would he resolve his hatred? 

Everyone in Hailee Corp was trembling, fear had completely 

swallowed their reason. 

But Lewis Lu, the culprit, actually said with an unaware face, "I 

will give you time to call someone, as many as you want, and I 

will wait for you to kill me." 

Boom! 

Everyone in Hailee Corp felt suffocated for a while. 

Immediately, someone said in horror: "Young Master Xu, I am 

leaving the Hailee Corp now. This matter really has nothing to do 

with me!" 



"It's late! After I kill this dog, it will be your turn next!" 

dead end! 

A complete dead end! 

They can only pour all their anger on Lewis Lu. If eyes can kill 

people, he is already riddled with holes. 

At this moment, the backstage staff hurriedly woke up Hailee Ye, 

and said anxiously: "Boss Ye, something serious happened!" 

After Hailee Ye listened to the staff's brief introduction, her 

pretty face lost all color in an instant. 

Stumbled and ran back to the conference hall. 

"Young Master Xu, I'm sorry! I'm really sorry! I never thought 

that things would turn out like this..." 

"Huh, now you know it's Young Master Xu? Now you know you 

are sorry? Weren't you very proud before? Don't you like to 

throw face at me? Show me how proud you are, bitch!" 

Snapped! 

John Xu was sent flying out again, and a few teeth fell out again. 

"Clean your mouth!" Lewis Lu said coldly. 

However. 

next second. 

Snapped! 



Another slap rang out. 

But this time it was Lewis Lu who was beaten. 

Lewis Lu froze for a moment, he could have easily dodged, but 

he didn't, because the person who hit him was Hailee. 

"Lewis Lu, you are crazy!" 

Hailee Ye was heartbroken. 

If it wasn't because of helplessness, how could she be willing to 

beat Lewis Lu? It was because this time, the trouble was too big! 

Hailee Ye's slap in the face was also for the good of Lewis Lu, she 

didn't want Lewis Lu to continue to make matters worse. 

boom! 

At this moment, the door of the conference room was kicked 

open violently, and then a dozen black-clothed bodyguards and 

a middle-aged man rushed in aggressively. 

"Izzy Xu, your son was beaten, why don't you hurry up and 

avenge your son!" 

John Xu yelled and crawled towards the middle-aged man, his 

words were already leaking. 

Seeing his son being beaten so badly, Izzy Xu spewed out his 

anger in an instant: "Who the hell did this? Come to me and 

apologize immediately!!" 



"I did it, and I bear all the responsibility alone." 

Just as Lu Yun was about to speak, a beautiful figure suddenly 

stepped forward in front of him. 

It was Hailee Ye. 

She was going to shoulder all the mistakes for Lewis Lu. 

"You hit it?" 

Izzy Xu pupils shrank, and he naturally didn't believe that a 

woman could beat John Xu like this. 

Seeing this scene, everyone in the Hailee Corp felt completely 

chilled. Boss Ye was still protecting this toy boy at this time. 

At this time, Titan Gu suddenly stood up and said, "It wasn't her, 

it was the toy boy behind her who hit John." 

laugh! 

In an instant, Izzy Xu’s eyes filled with endless anger passed 

Hailee Ye and landed on Lewis Lu behind her. 

Titan Gu sneered and said, "kept man, weren't you arrogant just 

now? Why are you acting like a dog now, only hiding behind 

women?" 

"Titan Gu, shut up!" Hailee Ye shouted coldly. 

"Ah-ha, Hailee Ye, I am no longer an employee of Hailee Corp, 

you have no right to order me." 



"you……" 

Hailee Ye wanted to say something, but at this moment, a big 

warm hand suddenly pressed her fragrant shoulder. 

"Sister, I can handle one person doing the other. Lewis Lu took a 

step forward. 

Hailee Ye just wanted to say how you should deal with it, but the 

moment she saw Lewis Lu's back, he swallowed the words that 

came to his lips. 

Lewis Lu's back was not particularly generous, but for some 

reason, it gave Hailee Ye an inexplicable sense of security at this 

moment. 

Especially his calm and composed voice, it seems that he was 

really sure to deal with it. 

However, the Xu Family was so powerful... 

At this time, Lewis Lu had already walked in front of Izzy Xu, and 

said lightly: "I beat that stupid dog of your Xu Family, what's the 

problem?" 

Any questions? 

As soon as these words came out, not only Izzy Xu, but everyone 

in the huge conference hall froze. 

One beat someone's son so badly, yet he still spoke confidently, 



what's the problem? 

What was even more absurd was that Lewis Lu actually called 

Izzy Xu’s son a fool in front of him? 

How dare he! 

The strong smell of gunpowder instantly enveloped the huge 

conference hall. 

Titan Gu, Ariel, Flynn Guo and others watched with cold eyes, 

quietly watching Lewis Lu going to die. 

Fortunately, they stood on the united front with Young Master 

Xu early in the morning. If they stayed in the Hailee Corp, they 

would have to die in the hands of this toy boy. 

"You! Stupid! Jerk! You are good enough! Kill him for me!!" 

Finally, with Izzy Xu gnashing his teeth and roaring, the conflict 

broke out completely, and a dozen bodyguards in black behind 

him swarmed up instantly. 

"ah!!" 

There was a lot of screaming at the scene, and those media 

reporters hid in the corner one after another, fearing that they 

would be affected by the flames of war. 

However, in stark contrast to them, Lewis Lu had a calm 

expression on his face, and said softly in his mouth: 



"retreat!" 

Suddenly, all the bodyguards trembled, and their brains went 

blank for a moment. When they came back to their senses, they 

were easily knocked down by Lewis Lu. 

"You...you bunch of idiots! Fight back!!" 

Izzy Xu roared angrily. From his point of view, these bodyguards 

seemed to be cooperating with Lewis Lu in acting, and they 

didn't know how to fight back. 

Sudden. 

A hint of horror appeared in Izzy Xu’s eyes, because Lewis Lu 

had already come in front of him. 
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"Izzy Xu, maybe in your opinion, I, Lewis Lu, can be pinched with 

bare hands, but how do you know that in my Lewis Lu’s eyes, 

your Xu Family is no different from an ant." 

Lu Yun came to Izzy Xu and said something softly. 

boom! 

Izzy Xu took a sudden step back, hitting the corner of the table 



with his back, grinning in pain. 

Shame! 

He was the dignified person in charge of the Xu Family, but he 

was scared away by a young man's words. 

"I...I admit that you are very good at fighting, but no matter how 

good you are at fighting, you are still only one person. Can you 

still fight against my entire Xu Family?" 

Izzy Xu stabilized his mind and roared out of embarrassment. 

The stunned people around also suddenly came back to their 

senses. 

When they saw Lewis Lu skill just now, they were all 

dumbfounded by fright. 

One person singled out more than a dozen bodyguards, and he 

was still unscathed. Are you sure this wasn't a movie? 

Although shocked, they agree with Izzy Xu's words. 

No matter how much you, Lewis Lu, can fight, you are only one 

person. Can you beat a dozen bodyguards, can you beat a 

hundred? 

He also said that the Xu Family was an ant, it was extremely 

arrogant! 

Slap! 



At this moment, there was a sudden crisp sound of leather 

shoes, and then a middle-aged man in a suit and leather shoes 

pushed the door and entered. 

The moment they saw the man in the suit, everyone trembled. 

"Hien Sun, what are you doing here..." 

Izzy Xu also shrank his pupils. 

Suddenly, he seemed to have thought of something, and said 

angrily: "Okay, I said where your courage from, so it is your Sun 

family in the back to support him.” 

Like the Xu Family, the Sun family was the top wealthy family in 

Kota Jiang, and the strength of the two families was almost the 

same. 

And this Hien Sun is the Head of the Sun family. 

"So that's it. On the surface, this is a conflict between Lewis Lu 

and the Xu Family, but in fact it's a contest between two giants 

in Jiangcheng!" 

The surrounding media reporters also thought like Izzy Xu, 

thinking that Hien Sun was Lewis Lu's backer. 

But at this time, Hien Sun glanced at them suspiciously: "What 

are you talking about?" 

What support? 



Hien Sun didn't understand, he came with a mission today. 

Ignoring everyone, Hien Sun strode up to Hailee Ye, and said 

loudly: "Hien Sun from the Sun family, under the order of 

Southern Jiang King, will send a billion-dollar order contract to 

Hailee Corp." 

boom! 

In an instant, violent earthquakes erupted in everyone's pupils. 

Southern Jiang King! 

Billion order contract! 

This was just crazy! 

And just at this moment, before everyone was overwhelmed, 

another old man in Tang suit suddenly walked into the 

conference hall. 

"Tang family Kezio Tang, under the order of the Southern Jiang 

King, sent a billion-dollar order contract to Hailee Corp." 

Another wealthy family in Kota Jiang! 

It's Southern Jiang King again! 

Another billion order contract! 

Damn it! In the end what happened? ? 

However, this was far from over. After Kezio Tang, a few more 

people came in, all of whom were influential figures in Kota 



Jiang. 

"The Lin family, Kaley Lin, was ordered by Southern Jiang King to 

deliver a billion-dollar order contract to the Hailee Corp." 

"The Wu family, Kavi Wu, was ordered by Southern Jiang King to 

deliver a billion-dollar order contract to Hailee Corp." 

"Shia Yao from the Yao family, under the order of the Southern 

Jiang King, sent a billion-dollar order contract to the Hailee 

Corp." 

"..." 

Time and time again, everyone's nerves were numb until the last 

person came in. 

"Southern Jiang King Leo, for Hailee Corp, sent a five billion 

order contract." 

five billion! 

and. 

The Southern Jiang King is here! 

Even though they were numb from shock before, everyone 

couldn't help but widen their eyes again. 

Crazy, all crazy. 

In the conference hall of this building, nearly half of the rich and 

powerful people in Kota Jiang gathered. If this news gets out, it 



will be an earthquake! 

They wanted to know crazily what was going on! 

Hailee Ye was also stunned. 

Everyone in Hailee Corp was shocked. 

These wealthy families used to be the existence they looked up 

to, but now they are sending them orders and contracts one by 

one. 

Billion! 

five billion! 

After receiving these orders, Hailee Corp can instantly be 

promoted from a company that is difficult to list to the top of 

Kota Jiang in one step. 

Hailee Corp, was about to usher in a great success! 

Hailee Ye’s chest heaved violently, and he mumbled aphasia: "... 

Southern Jiang King, what is...what's going on?" 

She also asked the doubts of everyone present. 

However, Southern Jiang King Leo smiled and said: "Boss Ye 

doesn't need to ask too much, these are just a little bit of care 

from us, just accept it." 

After speaking, he looked somewhere, but he quickly looked 

away. 



This subtle move was caught by Hailee Ye. She followed 

Southern Jiang King's line of sight, and her delicate body 

trembled. 

It was Lewis Lu! 

It was her beloved younger brother, Little Lewis Lu! 

The Southern Jiang King must have sent such a large order 

because of little Lewis Lu. 

Hailee Ye's eyes were moist. 

No wonder, no wonder little Lewis Lu showed a calm expression 

from the beginning to the end. It turned out that he had known 

the Southern Jiang King would come. 

But she actually slapped him. 

Hailee Ye was full of guilt. 

"Southern Jiang King, are you crazy? And Hien Sun, Kezio 

Tang...you, are you all crazy?" 

Izzy Xu couldn't believe what he saw, or rather, he didn't want to 

believe what he saw. 

The Southern Jiang King was indeed very powerful, but it was far 

from being able to command the major families. 

Then why these people were willing to send huge orders to 

Hailee Corp? 



Izzy Xu really couldn't figure it out! 

At this time, Southern Jiang King snorted coldly and said, "Izzy 

Xu, maybe we can take a step to talk." 

Everyone didn't know what they said. They only knew that when 

Izzy Xu came back, his body was trembling, and the anger on his 

face was completely replaced by panic. 

"I... I'll kill you bastard!" 

Izzy Xu grabbed a stool and slammed it towards John Xu like 

crazy. He kept smashing and smashing hard until the stool fell 

apart and John Xu passed out. 

Everyone's heart trembled. 

It was said that even a vicious tiger will not eat its cubs, but 

looking at Izzy Xu, it was clear that he was killing him. 

How did they know Izzy Xu's fear, just now outside, Southern 

Jiang King told him that the man behind Hailee Ye was Emperor 

Dewa Lewis. 

That was Emperor Dewa Lewis! 

If John Xu was not beaten to death today, the next one to be 

destroyed was their Xu Family. 

How could Izzy Xu not be afraid. 

Moreover, although Southern Jiang King did not said who was 



Emperor Dewa Lewis, Izzy Xu had already guessed that that 

person was probably Lewis Lu. 

He finally understood what Lewis Lu said just now, in my Lewis 

Lu eyes, your Xu Family is no different from ants. 

Not to mention the Xu Family, even the top wealthy families in 

the Capital City were no different from ants in the eyes of 

Emperor Dewa Lewis. 

"Can I talk?" 

At this time, Lewis Lu suddenly spoke lightly, and everyone's 

eyes instantly shifted to him. 

Needle drop could be heard in the audience. 

"I said before that all of you owe an apology to Hailee, can you 

kneel down now?" 
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Plop! 

As soon as Lewis Lu finished speaking, Izzy Xu was the first to 

kneel down. 

Although he wasn't there when the media criticized Hailee Ye, he 

was afraid! 



Emperor Dewa Lewis's anger was not what his Xu Family could 

bear, and now he wanted to use all methods to obtain Emperor 

Dewa Lewis's forgiveness. 

Plop! 

Plop! 

Plop! 

Everyone in power in the Xu Family knelt down, and the 

surrounding media reporters, how dare they stand still, knelt 

down on the ground one after another. 

This scene was so shocking that the eyeballs burst. 

Lewis Lu walked up to Garry Wang, and said coldly, "Don't you 

have anything to say?" 

"I... Let me confess, what I said before is all false, it was John Xu 

who said that he would help me pay off my gambling debts..." 

Garry Wang clarified everything. His voice was trembling, his 

body was trembling, and his soul was also trembling. 

Trembling with him was Izzy Xu. 

Whenever Garry Wang mentioned John Xu's name, Izzy Xu 

slapped himself severely, wishing to tear John Xu to pieces. 

At this time, Ariel also knelt and climbed in front of Hailee Ye, 

tearfully said: "Boss. Ye, I was wrong, please give me another 



chance, I still have a wife and children at home..." 

"Don't you not eat the food that comes from you?" Hailee Ye 

said with a cold snort. 

"I……" 

Ariel's mood, how could it be a word of regret. 

Hailee Ye looked at Titan Gu and Flynn Guo again: "Since you are 

determined to leave Hailee Corp, then I will not keep you. I wish 

you a bright future." 

puff! 

The two were almost so depressed that they vomited blood. 

Offending Hailee Ye today was equivalent to offending Southern 

Jiang King. In this Kota Jiang area, which company dares to hire 

them? 

The sentence “have a bright future”, which was really ironic to 

the extreme. 

... 

After going through a series of twists and turns, the new product 

launch conference finally came to an end. 

All media reporters kept secret about today's interview, and no 

one dared to report today's content. 

As for Hailee Corp's new product promotion... 



With nearly tens of billions of orders from Southern Jiang King 

and the major wealthy families, was there still a need for 

publicity? 

At this time, on the top floor of Hailee Corp Building. 

Southern Jiang King Leo bowed his waist and said humbly to the 

young man in front of him: "His Majesty Dewa Emperor, are you 

satisfied with my arrangement today?" 

Lewis Lu nodded: "That's right, the show is big enough and 

deserves encouragement." 

Hearing this, Leo's face suddenly showed a happy smile, he 

didn't look like Southern Jiang King at all, he was clearly a child 

who got full marks in the exam and was praised by the teacher. 

Leo was complacent for a moment, then quickly restrained his 

smile and said: "His Majesty Dewa Emperor, the Beauty Corp..." 

"There is no need to exist anymore." 

If the Beauty Corp followed market rules and competed 

normally, Lewis Lu would be too lazy to intervene, but if they 

resorted to despicable means, then I'm sorry. 

The Beauty Corp must disappear. 

This couldn't be blamed on Lewis Lu for not giving him a way 

out, but because the Beauty Corp offended him first. If he was 



not here today, Sister Hailee really didn't know what will happen 

to her. 

Leo said solemnly: "Understood, I will immediately notify those 

family leaders to completely block the Beauty Corp." 

subsequently. 

Leo handed over a black card with both hands, and said 

respectfully: "His Majesty Dewa Emperor, this was the supreme 

VIP card issued by the Long Country Trading Room, which is 

universal across the country, please be sure to accept it." 

"That’s nice." 

Although Lewis Lu wasn't short of money, it was Leo's wish after 

all. After thinking about it, he still took the black card. 

After a while, Lewis Lu remembered a very important matter and 

asked, "Is there any clue about the fire in the Sunshine Institute 

fifteen years ago?" 

He asked Leo to investigate this matter yesterday, and it was 

only a day later. He didn't expect Leo's answer, but Leo nodded 

heavily. 

"Reporting to His Majesty Dewa Emperor, there is already a 

clue." 

Leo deserved to be the first person to discover Lewis Lu's 



identity, and his work efficiency is very high. He said slowly, 

"I specifically went to check on Striking Real Estate, and found a 

contractor who was in charge of related projects back then. 

According to him, the fire was indeed caused by them." 

In order to pry the contractor's mouth open, Leo spent a lot of 

effort, intimidating and luring, and finally got the answer he 

wanted. 

No matter how Lewis Lu got the news, all he wanted was a 

result. 

When he heard that the fire was indeed related to Striking Real 

Estate, Lewis Lu's eyes suddenly shot two cold lights. 

"Striking Real Estate, looking for death! Who is its behind-the-

scenes boss?" 

"Andrew Chen." 

Leo replied: "He is from the Chen Family in Northern Jiang City , 

and his main business is the real estate business. More than 90% 

of the real estate resources in Northern Jiang City are controlled 

by him, but..." 

"But what?" 

"However, my main forces are all distributed in Southern jiang, 

Northern Jiang City, I can't get involved." Leo smiled wryly. 



The geographical location of Kota Jiang is quite special, it was 

built around the water, and there was Zhangjiang River running 

from west to east in the middle, which divides Kota Jiang into 

two regions, north and south. 

To the south of Zhangjiang River was Southern Jiang King Leo's 

territory, and to the north of Zhang River, the Chen Family was 

the most powerful. 

After thinking for a moment, Lewis Lu said, "It's okay, I have my 

own solution, so where is Andrew Chen , the Chen Family?" 

"According to the information I got, he should be in Nanyun 

Province now." 

"Nanyun Province?" 

"Well, the middle of next month, that is, August 15th, is the 60th 

birthday of old Master Chen Family. Andrew Chen made a 

special trip to Nanyun Province to prepare gifts." 

"He is quite filial." 

Lewis Lu sneered. 

The fire that year almost burned himself and his sisters to death, 

and tortured Grandpa Wu to such a state. Of course, this rancour 

must be settled. 

But since Andrew Chen went to Nanyun Province, let him have 



another month of fun. 

"August 15th, I will personally send a generous gift to the Chen 

Family, do they dare to accept it?" 

Lewis Lu put his hands behind his back, narrowed his eyes 

slightly, and an invisible coercion instantly spread out. 

Leo couldn't help his heart trembling. 

On August 15th, there might be an earthquake in Northern Jiang 

City! 

... 

After Titan Gu left the Hailee Building, she was completely out of 

her mind. She saw a stray dog barking at her on the road, and 

couldn't help but picked up a stone and threw it at the dog. 

"Even you dare to laugh at me, dead dog!" 

"Ow~" 

The stray dog let out a scream and fled. 

But seeing this scene, Titan Gu felt even more uncomfortable. 

Isn't her current situation the same as that stray dog? 

Suddenly, a sense of sadness welled up. 

"I can not be reconciled!" 

"Hailee Ye, didn't you just hook up with Southern Jiang King, you 

pretending to be a noble bastard, I despise you!" 



From Titan Gu point of view, the reason why Southern Jiang King 

would help Hailee Ye today must be because of their shady 

activities, and Lewis Lu was Hailee Ye's toy boy... 

The relationship between the three of them was simply 

scandalous. 

Titan Gu was not reconciled to losing, so she dialed a phone 

angrily: "Dad, I agree to marry the Chen Family, and I will marry 

right away!" 
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Andrew Chen had a son named Angko Chen, who was a well-

known playboy in Kota Jiang. As long as the woman he targets 

was basically impossible to escape from his clutches. 

There were dozens, if not a hundred, of innocent girls who have 

fallen into his hands in the past few years. 

Until one day, when Angko Chen was enjoying himself, a 

mysterious female killer suddenly broke in and cut off his 

lifeblood with a click. 

This incident caused a huge sensation at the time. 

The Chen Family was furious, and once offered a reward of tens 



of millions to catch the female killer, but in the end they all 

failed. 

Ever since, Angko Chen has changed from a flirtatious 

flamboyant young man to a well-known eunuch in Kota Jiang. 

Not long ago, the Chen Family suddenly announced a marriage 

proposal, and the object of the proposal was Angko Chen. 

Although he knew that Angko Chen was a handicap, but when 

the news of the marriage proposal came out, countless beauties 

and celebrities flocked to him. 

After all, the status of the Chen Family was there, as long as they 

married into a wealthy family, they could soar into the sky, and it 

didn’t matter whether he was incomplete or not. 

Joses Gu also sent a photo of his daughter with the attitude of 

giving it a try, but Angko Chen caught his eye at a glance. 

Joses Gu excitedly told Titan Gu the news. 

But when Titan Gu heard that the person she wanted to marry 

was Angko Chen, she immediately showed strong resistance. 

She didn't want to be a widow for the rest of her life. 

But now, Titan Gu had changed her mind. 

Southern Jiang no longer had her foothold, if she stayed here, 

she would never try to catch up with Hailee Ye. 



Of course Titan Gu was not reconciled. 

She was going to Northern Jiang City, she wanted to marry into 

the Chen Family, and she wanted to use the power of the Chen 

Family to take revenge on Hailee Ye. 

And that damned toy boy Lewis Lu, she wants Lewis Lu to kneel 

at her feet and lick her heels like a pug! 

... 

At this time, Lewis Lu had already returned to the president's 

office. 

Hailee Ye was sitting in front of the desk, resting her cheeks in a 

daze, obviously still feeling guilty for slapping Lewis Lu Yun, 

when she saw him come in, she got up immediately and said: 

"Little Lewis Lu, I'm sorry." 

In fact, Lewis Lu was not angry with Hailee Ye at all, but he still 

said with a straight face: "If an apology is useful, why do you 

need the police?" 

Hailee Ye flattened her mouth aggrieved: "Then what do you 

want from me!" 

This kind of contrast was cute. 

But Lewis Lu continued to say with a straight face: "My injured 

heart is like a crushed bottle. Do you think it can be recovered by 



saying I'm sorry?" 

"The bottle is flat, if you blow it up..." 

Hailee Ye just wanted to explain, but when she looked up, she 

saw Lewis Lu holding back his laughter. She immediately realized 

that he was pretending to be angry, and immediately glared and 

said, "Well, you little villain, you dare to tease your sister!" 

She grabbed a document on the table and threw it at Lewis Lu. 

Lewis Lu hurriedly hid to the side, innocently said: "Sister, why 

are you beating me, I am a traumatized person now, you should 

comfort me." 

"You still pretend! It seems that if I don’t give you some teach, 

you don't know how majestic your sister is!" 

Hailee Ye completely gave up the image of a cool goddess, and 

rushed towards Lewis Lu like she was baring her teeth and claws. 

The siblings fought for a while, and finally ended with Lewis Lu 

surrendering. 

"Seriously, is it because of you that Southern Jiang King and 

several big families sent hundreds of millions of orders today?" 

Hailee Ye tidied up her clothes and regained her image as a 

goddess, completely different from before. 

Lewis Lu nodded and said seriously, "Yes, because I am the 



Emperor Dewa Lewis, the Southern Jiang King is afraid of me, so 

he sent an order of five billion." 

"Tut-tut, little Lewis Lu, I found that you have changed, and you 

have become more glib. Didn't you say that you have been 

cultivating immortals on the mountain for fifteen years? How 

come you have become the Emperor Dewa Lewis again?" 

"Well……" 

Seeing Hailee's expression of disbelief, Lewis Lu had no choice 

but to find another excuse and said: "Actually, I am a miracle 

doctor. I cured Southern Jiang King fucking illness. He came to 

repay my favor." 

"This reason is reliable." 

Lewis Lu: "..." 

It was hard to be honest these days. 

The two were chatting when Hailee Ye's cell phone rang 

suddenly. 

She glanced at the caller ID, and immediately made a silent 

gesture to Lewis Lu: "It's your fourth sister's call." 

The fourth sister Cella Wang is a beautiful reporter. 

According to the eldest Sister, the fourth sister was currently 

investigating a kidnapping case of Tiki King in Cambodia, and 



will not be able to return to the country for a while. 

Hailee Ye quickly finished answering the phone, Lewis Lu asked 

curiously: "What did fourth sister tell you?" 

"It's nothing, I just asked about the new product launch event, 

and I almost told her that you are still alive."Hailee Ye said 

playfully, sticking out her tongue. 

"Hey, I don't know how my fourth sister will react when she sees 

me after returning home." 

Hailee Ye thought about it seriously: "I think she should be 

excited to take off your pants to check the birthmark." 

In the evening, the siblings drove away from the company, but 

they didn't go back to Green Villa, but came to a bar named “ 

Dark Rose”. 

Lewis Lu said righteously: "Sister, your brother is innocent, how 

could you bring me to such a place?" 

Snapped! 

Hailee Ye slapped Lewis Lu on the back of the head, and said 

angrily: "What are you thinking about? You, this is the bar 

opened by your third sister. Didn't you say that you want to give 

your third sister a surprise? We will do this later..." 

She suddenly lay down next to Lewis Lu’s ear and appealed a 



plan, her beautiful eyes kept flashing with a sly light. 

After Lewis Lu finished listening, he said with a strange 

expression: "Sister, I usually see you as cold-blooded, but I didn't 

expect you to be worse than me." 

"Stop talking nonsense, hurry up and get out of the car." 

Hailee Ye took full advantage of her long legs, kicked Lewis Lu 

out of the car, then drove the Porsche into the parking lot, and 

entered the bar alone. 

Lewis Lu walked around the neighborhood and saw a good 

bracelet on the street stall, so he bought it. 

It wasn't until twenty minutes had passed that he slowly walked 

into the bar. 
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Dark Rose Bar. 

A few wretched men huddled together, commenting. 

"Excellent, really excellent, this figure, this appearance, a proper 

goddess, and those rouge and vulgar women next to her are 

simply low." 

"It is indeed a 100% beautiful woman, but she is too cold-



blooded. In less than 20 minutes, she has rejected seven person 

who strikes up a conversation with her." 

"Hey, you guys don't understand this, right? Goddesses with 

first-class body and good looks like this are all here for sugar 

daddies, so how could they have a crush on those dicks?" 

"Fatty, you understand it very well, but how do I remember that 

you were the first person to strike up a conversation and get 

rejected?" 

"Ahem..." The wretched fat man showed an embarrassed 

expression, "I didn't say I'm not a dick." 

"Look, the eighth person who strikes up a conversation has 

appeared, wait... Isn't that the young master of the Tang family?" 

"Hey, it's really the youngest of the Tang family. It's over. The 

goddess is about to be captured. That's the youngest of the 

Tang family who has the title of Goddess Harvester. He must not 

have escaped." 

"Why don't we take a gamble and see how long it will take for 

the young master of the Tang family to capture that superb 

beauty." 

As soon as Lewis Lu walked into the bar, he heard several men 

discussing, so he walked over and said, "What are you betting 



on, add me!" 

"you?" 

Several people looked at Lewis Lu at the same time, scanning 

him like a scanner, and finally smiled contemptuously: "Don't 

come to join in the fun if you are poor, save your money and 

take the bus!" 

To say that he was a dick was flattering him. 

Lewis Lu was not angry, and directly pulled out a hundred-yuan 

bill and said, "I bet that man failed to strike up a conversation." 

"One hundred yuan? You are really a fucking rich man!" 

The corners of the mouths of several people twitched at the 

same time. Seeing Lewis Lu's gesture of taking out the money, 

those who didn't know it thought he might have taken out tens 

of thousands of yuan! 

A gleam flashed in the wretched fat man's eyes, he took one 

hundred yuan and said, "I bet with you, if the Young Master 

Tang fails to strike up a conversation, I will pay you five 

hundred." 

Mosquito legs are small, but they are still meat. Why not use this 

kind of free money? 

At this time, Lewis Lu said again: "What do you think is the 



chance of success if I strike up a conversation with that beauty?" 

"What? Are you going to strike up a conversation?" 

As soon as this remark came out, everyone laughed and turned 

backwards and forwards. 

"Puff ha ha ha, bro, are you sure you didn't get your head caught 

by the door when you went out? You're such a bear, you want to 

strike up a conversation? I'm afraid you're going to make me 

laugh to death, ha ha ha!" 

But Lewis Lu said seriously: "What if I succeed in striking up a 

conversation?" 

"If you succeed in striking up a conversation, I'll turn on the fifth-

speed electric fan on the live broadcast day." The fat man is also 

a ruthless person, and he set the flag on the spot. 

"Okay, remember what you said." 

Lewis Lu smiled, and confidently walked towards a bar. 

At the bar, there sat a beautiful woman dressed as an urban 

beauty, holding a red wine glass in her hand, shaking the wine in 

the glass very elegantly. 

Looking at it from the side, the cheeks are slightly drunk, 

especially the chest part, which corresponds to the sentence: 

when viewed horizontally, it looks like a mountain and when 



viewed sideways, it looks like a peak. 

At this time, there was already a handsome man who was 

accosting her, it was Nico Tang, the youngest of the Tang family. 

"Beauty, the first time I saw you, I felt that this place is not 

suitable for you." 

"Why?" 

"Because it's too vulgar here, it doesn't match your noble 

temperament." 

"Ha ha, do you usually approach girls like this?" 

"Not really, I was just looking for someone, a Master who is 

worthy of the dream of this star, and now it seems that I have 

found it." 

Nico Tang spread out his palm, revealing a blue crystal pendant. 

This is the latest limited edition crystal pendant launched by 

Swarovski, only 100 pieces are sold in the world, and Nico Tang 

was lucky to buy one. 

Girls, who doesn't like beautiful jewelry. 

Nico Tang used to coax countless young and beautiful beauties 

to the hotel with this crystal pendant. 

Of course, he was just playing for fun, and he spent some money 

to send those women away afterwards. It is impossible to really 



give them the dream of stars. 

Nico Tang came to Dark Rose Bar today just to find new prey. 

When he saw Hailee Ye for the first time, he fell in love with her. 

This woman was so beautiful, not only her face, body, but her 

temperament, she instantly killed all the women he had played 

with before. 

Nico Tang swore that he would take her down, so he resorted to 

his usual tricks. 

However. 

To his surprise, Hailee Ye just glanced at the crystal pendant 

lightly, and then looked away. 

"Sorry, I'm not interested." 

Refused! 

Not only Nico Tang, but even Fatty and the others who pricked 

up their ears to eavesdrop were stunned for a moment. 

In this world, there were still women who didn't love gold and 

silver jewelry? 

Was she pretending to be reserved? 

Nico Tang also had the same idea, so he was about to launch the 

next round of offensive, but at this moment, a figure suddenly 

came to Hailee Ye’s side. 



"Hey, this pretty chick has big boobs and ass and is very suitable 

for giving birth to a baby. I wonder if you can accept the gift 

from me?" 

It was Lewis Lu who came, and he had a frivolous expression on 

his face, and a bracelet made of plastic beads was twirling on his 

finger. 

Nico Tang was dumbfounded all of a sudden. 

Where the hell did this gun come from? His language was 

vulgar, his behavior was frivolous, and the funniest thing was his 

bracelet. It looked like a low-quality product bought for a few 

dollars on the roadside. 

Where did he get the courage? 

The wretched fat man and the others not far away almost fell to 

the ground, almost digging out a two-bedroom and one living 

room with their toes in embarrassment. 

"OK!" 

Unexpectedly, Hailee Ye smiled sweetly, happily took the string 

of plastic bracelets, wrapped them in her arms and laughed non-

stop. 

immediately. 

"Fuck!" 



"Fuck!" 

"Fuck!" 

The eyeballs of Fatty and the others almost fell from the shock, 

they would never have dreamed that such an ending would 

happen. 

It turned out that this was the best thing of this beautiful 

woman. If I had said it earlier, I can be a rascal too. 

The fat man was very depressed. 

The companion next to him seemed to have thought of 

something, and joked: "Fatty, now that he has successfully struck 

up a conversation, when will you broadcast live?" 

"Fuck, before he finds out, hurry up and slip away!" 

The fat man immediately moved his fat ass and rolled out of the 

bar like a ball. 

Lewis Lu naturally noticed Fatty's actions, but he didn't care 

about it. The bet with Fatty was just a joke. 

At this time, Nico Tang looked like a stone carving, and it took 

him a long time to come back to his senses. He said in disbelief, 

"Beauty, take a good look at it, his bracelet is just a street stall 

for a few dollars." 

"What a street stall that costs a few dollars, I obviously bought it 



back with more than a dozen dollars." Lewis Lu said 

unconvinced. 

The corner of Nico Tang mouth twitched. 

Was there a difference between a dozen dollars and a few 

dollars? 

At this time, Hailee Ye also said: "The gift is not about the value, 

but who is giving it to you. As long as you have the heart, it is a 

treasure." 

As soon as these words came out, Nico Tang became even more 

restless. 

Just now I sent you Dream of the Stars so sincerely, you didn't 

even take a second look, but this dirtbag flirted with you as soon 

as he came, and you still said he had a heart? 

I felt like you guys were kidding me. 

How could Nico Tang still not understand that he was played by 

these two people! 

 


